
Artificial Intelligence 
and the Future of 

Automation Utopia or jobless nightmare? 



 

 

Myth, Beliefs or Facts? 

“Robots kill jobs.” 

“Automation reduces labour requirements.” 

“Artificial intelligence is dangerous.” 

“Term: Driverless Technology.” 



 

 

Case Study: Computers 

Human Computers Human Assisted Computers Automatic Computers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First “Computers” were humans, mostly women.  Tens of thousands employed to do math.  Tough, grinding job – NASA, Bletchley Park, etc.Next, machines could help humans – still very very hands onFinally automatic computers – EDVAC – (Electronic Discrete Variable Automatic Computer)Jobs were destroyed.  However, 10’s of millions of new technology jobs were born.  Ones that couldn’t even be imagined.



 

 

“Robots will put me out of a job.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Retirement threatens to outpace recruitment at a rate of 4 times.This delta is the largest across all industries and is growing at a rate of 2% per year.Unemployment is at 3.9% and has only increased 0.29% since 2012.



 

 

“Automation reduces my labour.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
40% of transportation and warehousing companies invested in technology (Past 2 Years).38% of employers in transportation and warehousing increased their labour.88% of employers required employee skills upgrading and training due to technology investment.The newest generation (Millennials) and the next generation are attracted to higher skilled positions.Employees that cannot or are adverse to skills upgrading will either leave or have to be let go.



 

 

Labour Switching? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The newest generation (Millennials) and the next generation are attracted to higher skilled positions that offer innovation.Over time we have innovated automated ways to NOT have to do manual jobs or make them easier.This does not reduce labour, instead it is required to meet the demand of our ever growing consumerism.



 

 

“Artificial Intelligence will control us.” 
What people both believe and are actively developing AI to solve. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This “Fear” is a Hollywood creation. AI is still futuristic, right now we have Bots.People want to use information immediately.This innovation is required to maintain technology and business growth curves.



 

 

Technology Investments and Integration 
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Technology Investments and Integration 



 

 

“The Term: Driverless Technology.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Driverless is currently a myth.Autonomous Driver Assisted Control is the next evolution.The Driver becomes a Pilot, a higher skilled position.



 

 

Technology Investments and Integration 
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Technology Investments and Integration 



 

 

Our Conclusions 

Automation, technology and higher skilled employees 
are critical to competitive advantage. 

These skilled operators and automated efficiencies will 
increase earnings, not necessarily decrease labour. 

New generations want innovative social positions 
with more prestige. 
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